Opinion on the broadcast by Miriam-Verlag leaflet:
News from the "Warning" - No to schism!
I have long hesitated to comment on this broadcast by Miriam-Verlag leaflet. But now I
believe that the faithful followers of this mission, "The Book of Truth" have a right to get
more information to help you better cope with the content of this leaflet and to
strengthen them in their faith in the authenticity of these messages.Therefore, I set up
this opinion to all who feel connected this mission, and not to the opponents of the
"Book of Truth".
The author of the leaflet remains anonymous, even if the address "group Catholics for
the Pope and the Church, PO Box 1941, CH-8401 Winterthur" is to be found in this
leaflet. Responsible as containing therefore in my eyes Myriam-Verlag, Brühlweg 1, D79798 Jestetten, Franz Künzli and Beatrix Zureich, phone (+49) (0) 77 45/92 98 30,
email: info @ miriam- verlag.de
Everyone should check himself, puts what spirit behind this leaflet. At the choice of
words alone you can see it already. But God alone is the judge.
To me it is about the truth, not about to strike back with the same weapon. It is my
intention to make clear how the author of this pamphlet the facts about the business
activities of Mary, which can bring about a credit in experience, which picks up and then
tried to hand these facts by insinuations, lies and slanders, the mission to destroy "The
Book of Truth."
First to introduce a testimony that comes from a person I knew well
"In the summer of 2013 I was able to attend a private meeting with Mary. We, a small
group of about 7 people, they learned as a modest, unobtrusive woman know.During
this brief meeting, it occurred to me to ask about Mary Jesus a question that made me
very busy for some years and was able to answer only Jesus himself.Since Mary had a
question for me that I did not want to openly answer in the group, I asked her to let them
talk alone short. We are away out of earshot of the group, but remained in the same
room. We spoke briefly with each other. Then I asked Mary if I could ask a question
about them Jesus. She said yes, immediately went to my surprise to her place, took a
picture of Jesus and a small exercise book and came back to me. I thought she was
about to write my question to later sometime tell the answer.
After placing my question she started to my surprise short, maybe 10 seconds to pray to
the image of Jesus. Then she began to write. I sat beside her and watched her without
hesitation and thinking in high speed flawlessly without correction of the text wrote. In
between times came a short sigh like, "Oh, so long" Without depose she wrote down a
text that was the answer of Jesus to me. Immediately following it - without the stylus
depose to sit up, to slow down in the letter, etc. - She wrote down another text which, as
we learned later, a message of Jesus to the entire group was present. The group had
long since out that Mary wrote. All were silent and watched the action.

After Mary had written the message, she started looking at me to go through the content
with me and explain because my English is not absolutely perfect. At one point we
could get no further, because a word that Jesus used, I was not aware. Mary tried to
explain it to me - in other words - I still do not understand. Then she painted on a paper
a bird with outstretched wings and asked me if I as a "bird" possessed. Since I fell like
scales from the eyes. Yes - it was the dove of the Holy Spirit, whom Jesus said,
describing and I have actually in the shape of a dove with outstretched wings just as on
the ceiling of a room. This could not have known Mary! We had never before seen or
spoken to. So Jesus himself gave the proof of the authenticity, because only very few
people know about it.
This directed me message was sent to two independent, unknown to me people for the
exact translation. It turned out that Jesus used the same words and expressions of love,
as I do with Jesus in prayer. Even this could not know Mary!
Conclusion:
Mary did not know me and knew nothing of me, not even through a third party. The
question from me in Jesus was made spontaneously by me. The speed and without
stopping to write continuously without correction, points out that Mary not thought about
what to write, but that it was entered her. The fact that the Holy Spirit is mentioned in
the form of a dove at the embassy, also suggesting divine inspiration. How could Mary
also know the familiar words of Jesus in prayer that I use!
All these notes can be for me only one conclusion: Not Mary herself is the author of
this message addressed to me, but Jesus himself!
The deep love of Jesus to me, expressed through His tender words to me unworthy
soul, nor let me float on cloud nine weeks.
After this event gave me Mary the image of Jesus, through which they had previously
prayed. I set up this home. The next day it began to give off a wonderful aroma, not
strong, but clearly perceptible. For three days I was gifted with it - then it stopped.
If I had not believed until the meeting with Mary to the authenticity of the messages which was not the case - after this experience I am completely convinced!
I thank God from the heart for these clear signs that He has given me insignificant soul,
and thus perhaps many others who read this testimonial or hear about it.
NN "
Here is my opinion on the leaflet.
The framed Passages in italics are the lyrics of the leaflet, all the rest are the answers.
Since 8 November 2010 an anonymously distributed operating Irish businesswoman on
the Internet "warning", which is entered directly from the sky. The "end-time prophetess"
gave himself the name "Mary of the Divine Mercy". Their messages act included an
"alert" of God to all people, also of Pope Francis, "not of God" and "the false prophet"

and that to meet the need, care and to build up stocks for since December 2012
Unopened " Time of Trouble ", which will last 3 ½ years.
Mary has never itself the name given to "Mary of the Divine Mercy". Jesus himself has
given it its name. Mary gets namely, foreign embassies purely private nature, which are
not published.
Nowhere is that we should store food for 3 ½ years. 207 In the message reads: "...
The preparations are complete. Prepare your homes with consecrated candles and a
supply of water and food before, enough for a few weeks .... "
The unmasking of the "end-time prophetess"
It took almost 3 years to research around the globe revealed
(see http:// midwaystreet.wordpress.com): After "Mary of the Divine Mercy" (Maria
Divine Mercy or MDM) infected the Irish PR manager Mary Carberry , which also
occurs under her maiden name Mary McGovern. She is 58 years old, married and has
four adult children. According to her Internet profile on LinkedIn she likes to read
thrillers. Your Company McGovern PR (Dublin, Ireland) has won several awards
internationally for the commercial marketing of products and ideas. The woman behind
the "warning" is therefore a highly professional advertising genius. The "warning" is her
masterpiece.
One can easily get information on companies and to some extent also on individuals via
a credit reporting agency. There, where the author begins beyond this information to
speculate, start the slander, innuendo and falsehoods.
We read: "The" warning "is her masterpiece": The author of this pamphlet apparently
assumes that Mary had planned from the beginning to invent messages in order to earn
a lot of money. See below.
Official text advertising their company: "Very experienced media publicists create
campaigns for entrepreneurs, consumers and public awareness. We start online
campaigns that can quickly produce high-quality attention and databases (...) We create
unusual online episodes and events (...), the lead among their target groups of interest
and debate. "
In an interview, Mary Carberry said in 2008: "To a certain degree the view that nice girls
can not get rich, true (...) Successful people are comfortable to 80% of their time, nice
and quiet, but they can also be ruthless be. A certain ruthlessness is in every woman,
the success (...) We are of rich women fascinated matter how they made their
fortunes. The richer they are, the more they are our idols. "
This interview dates from 2008, when Mary was still a normal business woman, far from
God, not in this world. To confirm this quote given here is where it comes to purely
worldly success, but ultimately the authenticity of the messages that could never invent
such a woman with such an attitude. Mary has just transformed by their unwanted and

sudden encounter with the mysticism, through their "Damascus experience" from Saul
to Paul.
Whence come these wonderful texts. Does the copyright holder of this leaflet seriously
that many busy business woman with four children so completely on the side can
produce such deep theological texts and in such variety and large number?
In this context, I refer to the interview with Radio Maria of 11 October 2011 back. Here
she describes itself the beginning of her mystical experiences. Here is an excerpt of that
interview:
"M: At first I was a lukewarm Catholic, the faith has not really interested me and to be
honest I was on my way to lose faith. For years I did not receive any sacraments,
including Holy Confession, the whole thing did not interest me, because my life revolved
around something else than to go to church or attend the Holy Mass. I was a successful
businesswoman.
By the way - I think they have been preparing for the Mass - I was not even aware of
what is happening here, but what really happened was that I visited someone in the
hospital, and went in to church and prayed , before the statue of the Virgin Mary. That
was last year, for a long time I have not prayed. When I started to pray, the Virgin Mary
has appeared on the altar. Because, I do not know how to say it, I'm all freaked out.
R: Were you at the time alone in the church?
M: Yes, oh no, there was another person there.
R: Has she seen it?
M: Yes, and it was a great help, because I knew at least that it is not only I have seen.
When I saw the Virgin Mary, I could not even move ... So powerful it was, and I saw she
was crying ... I was very concerned ... I ran trembling from the church, did not know
what I to do. Then, after a few days I went back to visit this particular person in the
hospital, I am repeatedly declined, and every time I went in to the church. And every
time - because I was alone - I saw several human figures approaching from the Virgin
Mary statue to me, I did not know who they were ... I saw a little girl, she was wearing a
scarf, someone who a cap-like something was, a man with a short beard. I did not know
who it was, I do not know today ...
R: Could it have been Padre Pio?
M: He could have been ... Since I've seen him ... He could have been there when he
was young ... Then I saw a nun, she had a square, hardened veil on her head that was
such an extraordinary garment.
Who are the ones I see, I said in me ... it was shocking, really shocking. This went on,
and so I'll take that happened briefly, these phenomena were already a long time ... And
then finally, the end of November, I went into a cave (rock band), not far from my
apartment, I was with some friends because , of which I have heard before that there is
a rosary group there, and something has pushed me out that I'm going down there, and
when I went down, everything has changed because, as I've seen on the statue is, the

Virgin Mary lived again. And like I've seen Pope John Paul II, then again the nun with
the square head covering, of which I already know that it was the Sister Faustina.
R: Yeah, Sister Faustina ...
M: Several people I've seen, but I did not know who they were .. But since they told me
that the one of Saint Benedict was ... Or benedeki ...?
R: Holy Benedict? Saint Benedict is a very very powerful saint.
M: The other was St. Augustine ... I've never heard of them, they have nothing to me. I
knew that something was happening to me, because at that time, some strange things
are happening to me. I started at the crucifixion think, and slowly, gradually it began to
stir me as I thought of the crucifixion. In the end I began to wake up one morning at 3
clock, and my tears flowed when I was thinking of the crucified Jesus. I did not know
what was wrong with me, and yet I knew that I am in possession of my common sense,
because one has kept me busy, I am a living for the career woman. So I have a very
serious job ... And I knew I could not go the next day just like that in my office as if
nothing had happened, because I had to work and I had to live my life as normal as it
only went, but inside I was shaking, but not with fear ... And then at 08 November, I felt
impressed that I afternoon at 3:00 clock praying the rosary, I do not know why,
something moved me to the fact that I prepare the room, and then I started to pray, and
then I got the first message from the Virgin Maria.
R: You have seen the Virgin Mary? She came to you, you have heard it?
M: Yes ... There was no voice, nothing like that, her mouth has moved. I had pen and
paper with me, I do not know why I was so prepared, but I felt that something is
happening. And that was this opportunity when she told me her first message. I had not
the faintest idea what that means. "
From near-bankruptcy to the end-time prophetess
On 8 December 2009, about a year before the start of the "Warning", the couple
Carberry had the Mortgage Interest Rates of 5,217 euros per month not been paid for
ten months for their house, their debt was according to the Irish Independent
newspaper total 491,000 euros. That's when Mary Carberrys turning to religion, before
it was in his own words a "lau practicing Catholic". From 2009 to 2010 she was moving
in the environment of dodgy Irish "seer" Joe Coleman, who worked as a spiritual
medium, clairvoyant and spiritual healer. She helped him in publishing his "messages",
carried on his website and also discovered a gift of prophecy to himself
Every company owner takes a risk and can also go bankrupt. So getting into debt is not
necessarily something extraordinary. However, one must distinguish between mortgage
debts that are not really liabilities because the value in the form of land and the house is
so available, and the actual liabilities of a nearly insolvent company. Legal ways to get
out of debt, be drawn from the writer of this leaflet do not even consider.

As for Joe Coleman: Accurate I do not know. Presumably it was during the year 2009 at
a contact between Mary and Coleman, maybe that caused Mary Coleman helped to
publish the messages given him. But I know nothing precise and can only guess.
The Irish bishops had condemned as a charlatan Coleman, after he had announced a
sun miracle in October 2009 in the Irish pilgrimage Knock, although not arrived, but led
to retinal burns and blindness with pilgrims who stared at Coleman's behest in the
sun. On the very first November 2010 defended Mary Carberry Coleman, adding: ". I
am the second visionary" Both prophesy of humanity a "great tribulation", combined
with conspiracy and threats of an angry God or an angry Mother of God against those
who do not believe them.
Here the author errs again: This sun miracle has taken place. Whoever claims
otherwise, saying recklessly or deliberately untrue. A total of three sun miracles have
taken place in Knock in the presence of Joe Coleman, the first sun miracle that went
through the press, took place on 11.10.2009 at 15:17 clock. On the same day, when
most people were already on the way home, happened at about 16:20 clock a second
sun miracle. The third sun miracle occurred on 31/10/2009. This started exactly at 15:17
local time clock, just like the first sun miracle. I have a friend in Knock, a German who
was there at the first two sun miracles on 11/10/2009 and witnessed this miracle. The
third sun miracle on 31/10/2009 he has seen from a distance of several kilometers from
his garden out, because he lives a few kilometers from Knock. Here are some of the
many videos about these events:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8S1tCY2pUI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1uuvFHxD0wA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hK-UiwKhTdw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_eB4LbXiCqU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOZ0a-xt-68
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Or6L0Y1JZ-w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kRwCp9tOrk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zx9QXMRO5Io
Here is an email from a friend from Ireland on 25/10/2009 at the sun miracle. The
woman is a German who has lived for decades in Ireland:
"Dear Martin, a short announcement: on Sunday, 10.11.2009 was great excitement in
Knock. A gifted person received from the Mother of God a few days before Sunday, the
message that YOU would appear by 15 clock in Knock on Sunday. It came about 810000 people. Exactly 15 clock started the "sun miracle", apparently quite great: the
sun "jumped" in the sky back and forth in front and back, threw out many colors, turned,
etc. Many saw different things or had inner experiences.Then a huge crowd was for the
confession, there was not enough priests. Sometimes the sun was covered by
clouds. Since the whole sky then colored in green or yellow or pink. The sun came out

again, the same sun miracle was still visible. Almost one hours took everything. The
webside youtube.com had a little video.Maybe you can find it.
The priesthood in Knock shrouded in silence, some speak fully, however, that it comes
from the sky. Well, it should have come from Boesen, he has once done a good work to
bring many back to confession. Karl was also there and has seen everything. He was
deeply impressed. Martin, I thought, all this interests you. It was said that the mother of
God will come again. It should also come a message.
All the best and God's blessing. M. "
Message
http://deaconjohn1987.blogspot.de/2009/10/thousands-see-miracle-of-sun-atknock.html
Translation
Thousands see a sun miracle in Knock Shrine to see an apparition of the Mother of
God.
Thousands gathered yesterday at Knock Shrine, Co Mayo, hopefully.
There were waves of applause from an estimated more than 5,000 people crowd as
some people believed they could see how the sun flimmere, the colors changed and
danced in the sky.
Some people were then thrilled.
John Tunney of Islandeady, Castlebar, said: "I am 53 years old and I have never seen
before go down as the sun. I saw the sun all different colors, yellow, red and green,
accept. Then it was dark down completely and started to flicker. Sometimes the sun
sent forth a pure, bright light, then it was dark again. "
The wife of Mr. Tunney, Nina, said: "The sun turned the sky. I experienced a total
feeling of happiness. It's a feeling I would like to experience again. It was amazing.I felt
great. "
Yvonne Rabbitte from Dunmore, Co Galway, showed other pilgrims a photograph that
she had taken on her digital camera, the living rays showed that, incident to the time
when the image was captured from the sun down.
Maggie Ahern, from Castlebar was no doubt that the events in Knock took place due to
an "intervention of heaven."
Earlier this week, the Dublin-based clairvoyant Joe Coleman predicted Our Lady would
appear at the old parish church - at the scene of the apparition of 1879 - and at 15.00
clock. Many of those present were members of the Traveler Community (a kind of
gypsies in Ireland).
The spectators waited outside, despite an invitation through speakers by about 2.30
clock by Rev. Msgr Joseph Quinn of Knock that those should go on the property to the
adjacent Basilica to attend the ceremonies, featuring the annual Dominican pilgrimage.

12 October 2009
The author writes: "On the very first November 2010 defended Mary Carberry Coleman,
adding: ". I am the second Visionary"
How does he know? Was he there? Does he know it from hearsay? The author of this
pamphlet represents something in the room without having to prove it. Such a thing
would never say Mary. She's no visionary, but a prophetess. There were actually
together with Coleman a second visionary, a man named Keith Henderson, but then
was killed in a car accident.
Next we read in this pamphlet: "Both prophesy of humanity a" great tribulation ".,
Combined with conspiracy and threats of an angry God or an angry Mother of God
against those who do not believe them," Where in the embassies of Mary is exactly
those do not believe in the messages threatened? I am such a passage
unknown. Under the "doubters and opponents threatened" below, you will find
appropriate excerpts from the messages that say exactly the opposite of what is said
here. Where in the embassies talk of an "angry God Mother". This to say alone is a
great insult to our Heavenly Mother by the author of this leaflet.
A few days later, on 8 November 2010, the first message appeared "warning", at the
same time heard Carberry on to work for or with Coleman. Since then, about 1,000
messages were posted on the Internet (about 6 per week) under Carberrys pseudonym
"Mary Divine Mercy" (MDM). These should come from Jesus, God the Father and
Mary. Coleman confirmed in June 2013 and on 6 November 2013 that Mary Carberry,
the visionary of the "Warning" was.
Your vocation to the ambassador of heaven on 9 November 2010 describes Carberry
as supernatural possession of her body through "Jesus." She wrote the 745 words of
the message, which was dictated to her, down in exactly 7 minutes. That sounds
suspiciously like the "automatic writing", known in occult and esoteric circles. But
Carberry aka MDM is, according to their embassies, something very special: She was
the last prophet, the seventh angel of Revelation, the last book of the Bible. And: The
Second Coming of Christ was imminent.
Mary must work together with no seer. So Mary has since the first messages it receives
from heaven, inevitably terminate the cooperation with Joe Coleman, if there ever was
one since. But I know nothing for certain.
How God communicates a seer or prophet, we must leave him. It is certain that there
are different ways. The contents of the messages are crucial. It can be easily seen if it
is esoteric and occult.
And so the business runs
But this title is quite an insinuation and slander.

Mary Carberry spread their messages not only via the Internet, but also in book form by
the publisher Coma Books in Dublin, its only product is the warning messages
(Publisher Address: Block 4, Harcourt Centre, Harcourt Street, Dublin). The same web
site you will also find MDM Enterprises, Trumpet Publishing Limited (Coma Books is at
100% of this company) and TheWarningSecondComing.Com (that is the name of the
English website warning).
Never Mary had before, with the embassies to make a deal. But the spread is their
responsibility. You must do everything to ensure that these important messages are
disseminated effectively worldwide. And so they felt at that time gradually to the optimal
solution approach:
On 1 March 2011 Mary published on its website
http://www.thewarningsecondcoming.com/
with the messages. On the same day, on 1 March 2011, a round-mail from Joe
Coleman forwarded by a friend from London to me, in the Coleman unveils the new
website of Mary. When I read the name Joe Coleman, I immediately interested me for
this web page, while me before the other mails from London were laboriously
translate. So I have already started from day one, the messages to translate, namely for
about 5 people, me included. On 15/04/2011 I publish my website without permission
from Mary www.diewarnung.net which I later when I realize that it is at the embassies to
"The Book of Truth", renaming it in www.dasbuchderwahrheit.de. It is not about Mary's
side, as the author of this pamphlet assumed below, but my own!
In mid 2011, Mary studied publishers that help spread the messages. She asks me to
help her case in German-speaking countries, our efforts are unsuccessful.Which
Catholic publishing house is already publish messages that call the next pope a false
prophet?
However, on 25.08.2011 asks Kath Store (belongs to kath.net) surprising by itself for
permission to print, and allowed to spread the messages. Mary agrees, until further
notice. Kath shop can gradually 7 volumes of 100 pages to message 507 of 29 July
2012 Print, perhaps there are 8 volumes with an additional 100 pages.On 30 April 2012
Kath would shop make a contract with Mary. But to such a contract there is no more.
In parallel, can Mr. RF from Germany first the messages in English print in a book, at its
own expense, in the period from 12.09.2011 to 05.03.2012. Mary agrees and grateful.
Only now, April / May 2012 (1 ½ years after the start of the messages at 8.11.), Aged in
her the determination to find a more effective way of distribution. You have realized that
everything else is a temporary solution. Is not someone who invents these messages in
order to make money, more determined, more quickly and effectively before, especially
since reduce the debt? Works as someone who wants to make a profit as quickly as
possible under the pressure of debt?
Well to a point that does not yet appear in this leaflet, but is sure to find its place
in a new version there.

I'm already on it, in order to take this now expected attacks in the run the wind out of the
sails:
Mr. MH, a ufologist and author who has written in kath.net similar to the book of truth as
it is to read in this leaflet, so that you can almost assume that there is a close
connection to this hateful pamphlet, distributed on Facebook a copy of a form with the
signature of Joseph Gabriel and me.
Yes, we have signed as directors! Mary has, so it stands somewhere in the messages,
only a handful of helpers. Whoever this includes, in any case were Joseph Gabriel and I
am willing to help. Everything I do is related to the spreading of the messages is to
volunteer, without pay. At Joseph Gabriel, it will be the same.
God has apparently chosen for this extremely important mission Mary, as it is the basis
of their talents and experience to be able to communicate these messages - and that
goes with it all - highly effective to spread worldwide.
Similarly, it was also the apostle Paul, the Apostle of the Gentiles, which was perfect for
the job. I am sure that Mary of Jesus has won the contract to have it printed the books
themselves and spread.
Mary Carberrys daughter Sarah, 28 years, was at the foundation of Trumpet
Publishing on 6 June 2012 the majority shareholder (share capital: 1 million
euros). The second shareholder is Mr. Breffni Cully, 60 years - retired dentist and
businessman, but (on a lecture tour about the "Warning" in the summer and fall of 2013
in the U.S. and Canada) sought to hide behind the pseudonym Joseph Gabriel. That
Cully and Gabriel are one and the same person, demonstrate clear photos. Why this
hide and seek game if you supposedly says only the truth?
The full name is officially registered Breffni Joseph Gabriel Cully. So is Joseph
Gabriel being his real name . He has no need to hide.
On 14 January 2013 withdrew Mary Carberrys daughter Sarah back from the company
of her mother Trumpet Publishing. It was replaced by Henry Martin Roth,69 years,
from Cologne. Mr. Roth, the followers of various other "seer" was previously the
publisher of the German book editions of Mary Carberry and the operator of its German
website is now (in English already three books and a prayer book with 125 prayers are
sold, many foreign language editions are follow).The books are printed for 2 Euros in
Poland and sells for just under 16 euros. In short: "Jesus" speaks, Mary Carberry
collected during fights. The fact that she still lives in their house can, in any case
indicate that it has found a solution to their financial problem of December 2009.
Like I said, it is at the German website www.dasbuchderwahrheit.de not Marys side, but
my own. Later, a link was made to my by Mary's side.
To slander of my person I have in www.dasbuchderwahrheit.de already taken the
following position:

Opinion of 24.12.2013
on the attacks on the mission and on my person
As you may know, violent attacks on this mission are carried out in the last few weeks,
as it has been indeed predicted. This is an excellent sign of the authenticity of these
messages. Remained from such attacks, then that would be a reason for me to make
my thoughts.
Actually, I had made up my mind to remain silent on the attacks on my person, as well
as Mary has decided to remain silent. Perhaps it is for some Anxious but helpful that I
give an opinion, at least as regards the slanders against me personally.
The attacks on this apostolate I do not really follow. Only when I was repeatedly made
aware, I have but then read two texts to times: In kath.net of a Michael Hesemann
which should have dealt with according to Wikipedia earlier ufology.
( http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Hesemann )
But it may well be possible that one ascribes to him, because how can a good Catholic
seriously deal with it? The second text I found in a forum that calls itself Christian. The
author protects itself by remaining anonymous.
When I read these texts, I have to laugh about those half-truths that are naturally spun
out in a certain direction to harm only to this apostolate. Also the sound is not supported
by love, rather I feel in these texts and the comments a certain hatred for these
messages and this mission - but that is my personal feeling. A load make such attacks
in any case not for me, since I know the truth.
Now to my person. You try to collect everything you can learn more about my person,
and is probably disappointed to find so little that you can really use. From the little one
tries to reconstruct something to hurt this mission. We fear that I had applied for a
distribution of the books a book publisher. It has been let go, anyhow investigate the
Cologne commercial register, and has struck it rich. So I'm referred to as a publisher. Of
course a normal publisher wants to make a profit, which is then also attributed to me.
Yes, on paper, I'm actually a publisher, but if you claim that I make profit, businesses
do, then that is a falsehood. I have about 18 years ago registered a business for tax
reasons, because I had made a Bible program and some religious teachers were
interested. It was not my suggestion, so to make a profit and I also did not make a
profit.
Maybe 10 years ago I did some years for a Fraternity (the name of this fraternity I will
not name, it has absolutely nothing to do with this my present mission) volunteer made
the magazine distribution for the apostolate of this Order. Father R. asked me at that
time to publish two books at my expense and to sell them in the context of this
apostolate. So I had my "Mini Commercial" that actually is none at all, to expand the
industry, "book trade" or "book publisher", so I get no tax problems. I've sold as part of
this apostolate, the books in a quantity and at a price that my cost was covered
about. Then, since maybe 8 years ago, I had not made any more sales.

The Book of Truth I spread not as a dealer, but for the publishers in Ireland. I must
therefore exhibit no bills. I bring these books one and only for the reason that the
spread can be done faster and on a larger scale, because many do not have Internet
access or do not know enough on the computer. I make this work of volunteers, as my
work for such apostolates in the past 27 years has always been a voluntary basis,
without personal financial gain. I would not feel comfortable to draw conclusions from
such an apostolate financial gain. Also, I am covered by a sufficient bond that I do not
have a necessary perquisite.
Even a brief remark to Mary: You try to push them in a criminal area by, for example,
ascribes their contact with the Little Pebble of Australia. Little Pebble sits, if my
information is correct, up to 2015 for child abuse in prison. But what can Mary for when
Little Pebble wants to ranhängen at her, contact her examined. Mary it is generally
forbidden by Jesus to operate with any seer or prophet, regardless of whether it is real
or not real.
And similar to what happens with the other half-truths, which are further spun at their
own discretion, so that they fit to destroy this mission,
I want to discuss these attacks are not. It's not my job to defend these messages, but
it's my job to spread. Martin Roth
Compare prices of books from publishers Miram and Mary:
If you compare the price of the last book by Alan Ames "Jesus is Love", 224 pages, in
Myriam Publisher: € 13.30 costs, with the price of the Book of Truth , Volume 1: 606
pages and Volume 2: 664 pages so is the Myriam-Verlag - measured by the number of
pages - more than twice as expensive.
One must not forget that Mary's messages must be spread throughout the world and
that they must be financed in the books.
Contact with the "seers" and sex offenders "Little Pebble"
Mary Carberrys closest Irish employees, the ex-dentist Breffni Cully, the network
Google+ are only two people as "friends" on: One is Christine Lammer man.She is the
mother of another fake "seer" named "Little Pebble" (ie "Little Pebble") and lived until
recently in which 200 people comprehensive commune in Cambewarra,
Australia. Lammer's daughter Bettina has six children with "Little Pebble" of 2002 as
"the last pope future" described himself who would come after John Paul II.
"Little Pebble", 63 years, civil comb William , has 16 children by 8 women and is
located in 2015 in an Australian prison, convicted of having sexual relations with two
minors. In 2002, the Bishop comb competent condemned "heresies". "Little Pebble"
advertises on "heavenly behest" since the 18th November 2011 on its website for the
warning messages.

The messages of comb and Carberry are similar: One should grow their own food
because the money is worthless, buy silver and gold, the end is near! If so - why Mary
Carberry has let their Internet domain then register until February 2022? According to
their "message" to the Tribulation and much more but already"in a few
months" and "soon" arrive.
Back to Mrs. Lammermann: They also published the "warning messages" on their
website, but without indication of the source. Publicly, they even asked once someone
related to one of "crusade prayers": "Do you like the prayer that I wrote?", While these
prayers are officially "from heaven" dictates!
A combination of Breffni Joseph Gabriel Cully Christine Lammer man who Mother in
Law from the Little Pebble me, is not known! After all the previously refuted allegations,
I assume that it is not the case. In any case, no proof here. There are certainly other
women who have the same name.
Even if there should be a contact between woman Lammermann and Joseph Gabriel: If
it is true that woman Lammermann really spread the messages without a source and
called one of the crusade prayers as written by her, then that's proof that it does not
work with Mary but these messages for your own interests abused and ultimately works
against Mary!
Too Little Pebble see my above advice from 12.24.2013 on the attacks on this mission
.... , Last paragraph.
For registration of the Internet domain:
The author writes: "Why Mary Carberry has let their Internet domain then register until
February 2022?" Here but everything is also used to prove that Mary is a false
prophet. It is likely that Mary has not registered their own website, but the one who
created the site for them. Also: If you specify about in an Internet form of your provider
the exact date when then everything will be arrived? It is obvious, however, that the
latest possible date you select when completing the form.
Many false prophecies
If the true word of God preached, God authenticated this by signs and wonders (vg d l
Acts 14:3). Although tens of thousands of supporters of the "warning" about 100
"crusade prayers" do, is by signs and wonders, nothing to remember.
The "warning" is also in parts of plagiarism, because many parts were obviously written
elsewhere. Show All subsequent changes that the contents can not come from God, for
God does not make mistakes and do not lie (cf. Num 23:19). So wrote MDM, three
world leaders would within a few months, blow by blow, murdered ("Jesus" on 17 Feb.
2011). Like When nothing came, MDM changed the wording, now it says "in a short
time" . As Gaddafi on 20 October 2011 was murdered, was "Jesus" know, this is the
first, the prophecy is so true. Until today, but the rest did not arrive. On 7 December
2012 verlautbarte Carberry, "all wars (...) in the Middle East will spread to
Europe." Also, no trace. On 31 May 2011 claimed that the warning from God to all
people, would recognize by which each state of his soul, would meet soon, "you've got

only a few months to prepare your souls." 30 months have passed, nothing
happened. For this purpose, a word from the Holy Scripture (Deut. 18:22): "When a
prophet speaks in the name of the Lord and His Word (...) does not arrive, then it is a
word that the Lord has not spoken. The Prophet has only usurped to speak it. "
The author of this pamphlet writes, "like When nothing came, MDM changed the
wording, now it says "in a short time" . "
Mary writes the messages by hand and it needs to tap later in the computer. As well
happen transmission error. Here they had a grudge, resulting in a somewhat different
sense a comma:
"There will be three world leaders assassinated Shortly, one by one . " "It will be
victims of assassinations, three leaders of the world soon, one after the other . "
As for the prophecies: We know from the Bible, especially of the Apocalypse, that such
prophecies always remain in the dark, are often arrived differently than people had
imagined, and are sometimes not arrived. Prayers For example, mitigate or prevent the
arrival of prophecies. See Nineveh in the Old Testament. Only when they have arrived,
we have clarity. Alone determines God, what arrives and when it arrives. So we
wait. God alone is the Lord, not the author of this leaflet.
Also not arrived: "The three and a half years that remain of the period of tribulation
begin in December 2012. This is the period when the Antichrist will appear as a
military hero " (July 20, 2012, see December 20, 2010 and August 18, 2011). Also on
16 March 2013 announced early war failed to materialize:"The timing of the arrival of
the false prophet will coincide with the declaration of wars all over the
world. These wars will be triggered immediately ... "
On the contrary, the U.S. attack on Syria was the peace appeal of the Pope and his call
for prayer and fasting on 7 September 2013 apparently prevented.
Skeptics and opponents threatened
Champagne gorgeous trains carry many "messages", only one example of many that
shows that Carberry works with fear and threat:
"For those who ignore the messages that bring this humanity: There will be
weeping and gnashing of teeth with you. My sacred word that is given to a true
prophet if you attacked, then you disturb the will of God (...) (This is you) terrible
fear and pain bring (...) Your Jesus " (6 March 2013).
On 13 February 2013 has occupied the Chair of Peter Francis. Since then, the war set
the world continues and has increased significantly, but larger wars are likely, for
example, China - United States to the Japanese islands. The schedule for the arrival of
the false prophet coincides very well with the escalation of world wars.
We know from the Gospels that the truth can be perceived as threatening sometimes,
especially if from hell and purgatory is the question. Here make the messages to Mary

no exception. But the main thrust of these messages is just not threatening, but
the exact opposite . Nowhere is those who can not believe these messages or want
threatened. That is simply a lie to say!
In the messages it says for example:
Message 864 "... If you do not believe that God sent His last prophet, then that's not
bad. However, please do not forget your obligation - by her against my son fulfill your
duties in that you hold strictly to His teachings. ... "
Message 853 "... Now if you can not accept the truth and if you really love me but, then
I will give you the graces of distinction. ... "
Message 807 "... children, you must never insult the prophet of My Son, even if you do
not believe them. You have to be silent and pray for them. Should you reject the
prophets of My Son, He will not blame you this. But if you said that His Holy Word that
is given to the true prophet, it was the devil, and you will suffer terribly. ... "
Message 771 "... I'm your savior and I would never throw you aside when her doubts in
your mind. How could I be angry with you if you love me and you strive only to the
truth. ... "
Reassurance to the anxious affluent
The "warning" is directed only to the wealthy, as it is said that one should invest stocks,
especially gold, silver, food and seeds (8 July 2011 and 23 November 26,
2010). Impossible for billion poor in the world today! But Jesus says in the Gospel just
the opposite: "Do not worry about your life, and therefore that her something to eat you"
(Mt 6,25). Also: Really should an emergency occur and we would have stocks, but not
the neighbors: A true Christian must share - and then the supplies are running low. This
alleged "message" is purely human, covered anxious thinking!
Any reasonable person creates inventories, usually for a few days. With an impending
disaster: war, flood, etc any reasonable person will increase his stock. When we give to
our neighbors of our supplies, then God will see to it that it's not our loss. Man must do
his part and must then trust in God.
Also why should Noah then probably take precautions and build an ark? But only
around the time of the Great Flood to survive! Sure he will have had supplies for
himself, his family and the animals on the ark in order to bridge this time can. Anything
else would be a presumptuous confidence in God!
Message 898: "My dearly beloved daughter, I gave you some time ago told everyone
that their seed shall propose to feed you and your families, during the persecution. I say
this for a particular reason. You have - even if only a few - planting seeds - pure seed,
that has not been manipulated by human intervention. I will then the fruit that it
produces, multiply, and all will have enough to eat, when the world is going through
great hunger. These days are not far away and they will come from a number of
reasons. "

Especially for the time of the chip we have to take precautions. If we do not, we can be
hard to resist, to accept the chip in order not to starve. (see also Rev. 16.2, 19.20)
Warning of the Pope
For the term of Benedict XVI. said the "warning" to the Pope's authority from: "The
Rome keys are now God, the almighty Father, be returned" (6 June 2011).On
16 July and 26 May 2012 claimed Carberry, the Pope would "very soon forced to flee
from the Vatican." Firstly lives emeritus pope since May 2013 for the Vatican,
secondly, he stressed to his resignation on several occasions that he had "this is the full
freedom to feel Church done after I have long prayed and examined my conscience
before God. " Coercion or full freedom? After Carberry Benedict XVI would be. a
liar! The "warning" is sowing distrust of the entire Church leadership in Rome. So
Carberry claimed, for example, the current Pope Francis was "not of God" (7 June
2011), he was "the false prophet" (12 April 2012), the "allies of the Antichrist, the
Son of Satan" ( February 25, 2013), one soon after taking office "unit propagate
religion" and you in Rome "a new pompous temple building" will. Of course, this is
absurd. First, for 2000 years, no Pope has proclaimed false teachings. Second, Jesus
built the church on Peter, the rock, and promised: "The gates of hell they (the church)
not prevail against it" (Mt 16, 18).
Papstweissagung St. Francis
The following excerpts taken from: Anton Angerer: This is the world
before ( http://de.scribd.com/doc/43535047/Anton-Angerer-das-Steht-Der-Welt-NochBevor )
Was rediscovered a forgotten text of St. Francis of Assisi in 1880, printed in Paris
complete edition of the Holy and his life. In column 430 of this Latin edition is an
unknown vision of the saint, which he told the friars shortly before his death. (...) "After
he had just summoned the brothers before his death, he warned them against future
afflictions, saying: 'If brave, brethren, be strong in the Lord and hopes. Great times of
trials and tribulation are imminent (literally rush to be imminent), where confusions and
dangers of secular and spiritual nature will abound, the love of many wax cold, and the
wickedness of the wicked will exceed all bounds. The power of the demons will be
released more than usual, the immaculate purity of our and the rest of the Order will be
so disfigured that very few among the Christians of thetrue will obey the pope and the
Roman church with a sincere heart and perfect love: Someone will not have been
canonically elected, (but) levied at the height of that tribulation to the papacy, will
seek to subtly (literally, with acumen) many the deadly poison (literally death) infuse
his error .
Then the annoyances will multiply, our Order will be split, many of the other (religious)
are completely broken, because they do not contradict the error, but will agree. There is
so many opinions and divisions among the people, give among the religious and the
clergy that if those days shall be shortened not according to the word of the gospel,

even the elect (if it were possible) would be led astray if they do not in such a violent
storm of the immeasurable mercy of God might be made.Our rule and way of life will
then be fought by some of the sharpest. There will befall untold temptations. The then
come to fruition, the crown of life are received. But woe to those who are alone on the
religious life are their hope putting lukewarm, and the temptations are not persistent, be
admitted to the examination of the elect. , but those who stick with fervent in spirit of
love and zeal for the truth of piety, are as . suffer disobedient and schismatics
persecution and injusticebecause their followers are driven by evil spirits, maintain
that it is a feat of obedience (literally, a great obedience) to God, to kill such a
pernicious people, and to destroy from the earth. There the Lord will be a refuge but
then for the oppressed, and He will save those who have hoped in Him. And to her
home to be uniform, they will act confident and, by the death of eternal life earning,
choose to obey God rather than men, and they will, because they do not wish to
accept the lies and treachery , death fear in any way. The truth is then of some
preachers hushed (literally: with silence covered), trampled by others and be
denied .The sanctity of life change will be drawn from those who are (externally) to
confess to her, to ridicule, which is why the Lord Jesus Christ will send them not
worthy shepherd, but a destroyer . "
Prophecies of Blessed Anna Katharina Emmerich mystic (1774-1824) and the
devastation of the Church
Quelle: http://www.katholisches.info/2013/06/24/prophezeiungen-der-mystikerin-annakatharina-emmerick-und-die-verwustung-der-kirche/
Emmerich, the liturgical reform and two popes
One of the visions of the Augustinian includes some apocalyptic prophecies about the
future of the Church. What they predicted, in some sounds like an anticipation of the
post-conciliar liturgical reform: "The show was short" and the Last Gospel from the
Gospel of John was not read at the end.
On 13 May 1820 she saw a vision of two popes and two churches: "I have this night"
"had two churches and two popes" the image. She saw the Pope "and saw beneath him
another dark church in Rome was built." She saw a building without altar, and without
most holy: "I just saw benches and in the middle like a speaker chair. It was as
preached and sung, otherwise there was nothing "On the People in this which is" wrong
"church without the sacrament of the altar, Emmerich speaks often of" gather after
church, "she looked.
"Everyone pulled another idol from his chest, and set it before him, and worshiped
him. It was as delay each his opinion, his passion forth like a black cloud, and as it was
out, it immediately took a definite shape from, and they were all figures, as I hang them
on the Halsgeschmeide the false bride in the wedding home saw all kinds of human and
animal figures. The God of the One was very frizzy and wide, spread many arms and
wanted to embrace everything and eat up: and the God of the Gentiles made himself

very small and doubled over, someone else had just a wooden stick, he looked quite
twisted, the third party had a hideous beast, the Fourth a rod. "
The special is that "these idols the whole room filled up [...] and when they were
finished, the God of everyone crawled back into him. The whole house was dark and
black and everything that happened in it, there was darkness and darkness. Now the
comparison I was shown between that and this Pope and between that temple and that.
"
A "dark church" spreads in the church: from tepid priests and a secret sect
Emmerich looked like numerically weak was the right pope and as numerically strong,
however, the false Pope. The right pope was "strong but at will" and determined the
large number of idols to topple. The other Pope, however, was "weak of will, in which he
was the only true God and the only true devotion by permission of the false temple in so
many gods and false devotions can be resolved." Under the false Pope were "a
thousand idols" worshiped, but the Lord allowed no space. Emmerich saw how
dispersed the true church and the false gathered and was numerically the advantage.
"I also saw how bad the consequences of this would be after church. I looked up, I saw
many heretics of all classes to the city [Rome] pull. I saw the lukewarmness of the local
clergy to grow, I looked much darkness there more and more spread. [...] I looked in all
the places the Catholic communities pressed, harassed, pushed together and
enclosed. I saw many churches of all places to lock. [...] I had the picture again, as was
St. Peter's scheduled removed by the secret sect and also canceled by storms. "
Certainty of divine assistance for the true church
But Emmerich sees the divine assistance for the true Church:
"But I also saw in the highest misery again close to the rescue. I saw the Blessed Virgin
climb back to the church and spread the mantle. [I saw everything to be new and a
church hineinbauen up in the sky. [...] The time period, as everything should be done
this, I can not say. "
The geschaute of Emmerich false church betrayed the Church's doctrine and its clergy
was "free". The mystic is stigmatized elsewhere even from a "Protestant ized" talk
church. But all this did not prevent it, that this false church experienced great
growth. "There was a body to have a community out of the body of Jesus, the church, a
clinic loose after church, the secret is no secret."
On 10 August 1820 she looked the vision:
"I see the Holy Father in great distress. He lives in another palace, leaving only a
few confidants on. Would the bad party know their great strength, they would
have broken loose. I am afraid that the Holy Father will have to suffer great
tribulations before his end. The black church after I see growing and in malodor
influence on the mind. The plight of the Holy Father and the Church is really so
great that one must pray to God day and night. There is much to pray charged me
for the Church and the Pope ... "

Destruction of the church by Protestantization - "But God has other plans"
On 22 April 1823 saw Emmerich a Protestantization the Catholic Church. Everything
was Protestant've gradually in the Catholic Church gained the upper hand and triggered
a complete Dekadenzprozeß in this. The majority of priests had been attracted by the
seductive but false doctrines and contributed to the work of destruction at. In the days in
which it will happen, so Emmerich, the faith will fall deeply and are preserved only in a
few places, in just a few houses and a few families that God preserved from the
ravages.
Emmerich saw that many priests get swallowed by ideas that are dangerous for the
Church and the construction of a new large, strange and extravagant
Church . Emmerich seems to have seen some ideas and practices, which began to
spread in the post-conciliar period and still persist today, so on 22 . April 1822Everyone
should be allowed in the new church, so that all are united and all should have
the same rights: Protestants, Catholics and cults of all denominations. That
should be the "new church." but God's plans are not that been.
"But God had other plans," Mattia Rossi quoted in the daily newspaper Il Foglio Blessed
Anne Catherine Emmerich: "plans, which we of course do not know all: no one is able to
say whether, how and when the prophecies of the Blessed Emmerich are currently or
even true. With safety in any case the agreement is striking with many, more or less
dark aspects of the Church today. " Mattia Rossi is on the editorial board of the journal
Liturgy Liturgy. Culmen et fons .
See also www.herzmariens.de under News
To Benedict:
At no time Pope Benedict has been agreed by the authority of the book of truth - on the
contrary - it is always "His beloved Pope Benedict, the deputy chairman" of the
question.
Message 739 . "... Masonic sects infiltrate the church in Rome. Do not be fooled: There
can be only one Pope in his lifetime . ... "
Message 855 "... There can be only one head of the church on earth, a Pope,
authorized by my son, who must remain pope until his death. Anyone else who
raises it claim to sit on the Chair of Peter is, a cheater. This deception has a specific
goal, namely souls over to the Lucifer, and there is little time for such souls who noticed
nothing of this deception to be saved. ... "
For "the keys of Rome"
Who arrogates to itself to judge whether God actually the key Petri has taken out of the
hands of Benedict to Himself?

Pope Benedict has his resignation speech very carefully (as you would expect from
him) formulated! He has "full freedom" (his conscience) and in accordance with God's
will acted for the good of the Church, knowing that he faced increasing attacks (and
strokes?) Against his person and the true doctrine of Christ, for he is a guarantor ,
barely had a chance! "the smoke of Satan has entered the Church," said Pope Paul
VI. , on 29 June 1972 .
Yes - only in this way can the Church Pope Benedict (us) still serve and God! Through
his "voluntary" resignation he avoided serious conflicts that would otherwise have been
laid open to the detriment of the Church.
The fact that Pope Benedict is currently living in the Vatican, is no proof of its
voluntariness. The prediction that he will have to flee is to be seen. Who can prescribe
God, which He has fixed time scale with "very soon"!? This also applies to other
statements in the messages!
To schism ...
No, not the messages in which we are called repeatedly unconditionally stick to the true
faith, lead to schism, but the feared changes in the truths of faith , which - valid for
2000 years - demanded by Pope Francis and the top clergy in order adapt to the needs
of today's world!
Only when these changes occur, we have to decide! First signs are already there ...
Who is confronted with the "Warning" has to decide: Either he follows Mary Carberry or
the Church with the Pope. The wrong "end-time prophetess" promises "salvation" at the
cost of separation from the Catholic Church. Your "message" leads to schism - and
exactly predicts Carberry too!
The messages to Mary say just the opposite: we are to separate ourselves at any price
from the true teachings of Jesus Christ and always valid, but may be used by any priest,
bishop and not by any pope a false doctrine to accept.
We need only decide if Francis, the present occupant of the chair of Peter, the
truth, unchangeable teaching of the Catholic Church will change. initial
approaches are already there, in his morning sermons that show his true colors.
Under
http://www.katholisches.info/2014/01/20/papst-perlen-oder-bergogliate-was-bleibt-vonpapst-franziskus-haengen/
one finds the following text:
"... Well occurs Pope Francis on two forms, which clear view difficult. There is the
Pope's official speeches, recites texts that have been previously discussed with the
CDF. And then there is the Pope who speaks freely, in whole or in part, non-observance
or supplement writing elaborated texts.

There can hardly be a doubt that the acquittal Francis is the authentic interpretation of
the papal thinking. Exactly there but occurs theological precision behind dialectical
gimmick and confusion. Improvisation? Or is it the Pope about testing reactions?
Four examples with many question marks:
The sin
A small flashback to four points that were fished quite arbitrarily from an already large
pot. Four statements and four times the question of what the Pope so really want to say.
1) (Francis said :) "Life is complex, it consists of grace and sin. Who does not sin, is not
a man. We all err and must recognize our weakness. "
(Explanation in kath.info :) What does Pope Francis say? That every man and that right
now is necessarily a sinner? Or that you have to sin in order to be human?When? Now,
forever? A word game that goes round in circles, because by wrong and admits that it is
a mistake, you end up being right.
Mary
2) (Francis said :) "The Gospel tells us nothing: if she [Mary] said a word or not ... She
was quiet, but in her heart - she said how much the gentleman! , You told me then said
- that's what we have read - that he will be great. You told me that you will give him the
throne of his father David, that he will reign over the house of Jacob forever. And now I
see him there! ' The Blessed Mother was human! And perhaps she would have had the
pleasure to say, lies! I have been cheated! '. John Paul II said this when he spoke of the
Mother of God at that moment. " (Note: John Paul II has this words not spoken so
Francis has cited him wrong.!)
(Explanation in kath.info :) Pope Francis thinks they have to transform the Mother of
God in a haggling, pitying themselves, ordinary woman. But for what reason?"Distant"
Maybe from the erroneous opinion out, they thereby "human" and to make "closer" in
comparison to the "unattainable" perfect icon, which provides us with the tradition? The
"Tota Pulchra ', the' Sine Macula", the "Turris Eburnea" as the Blessed Virgin was
reverently and lovingly called with the utmost respect, but intimate affection over
time. Does the woman of today, to kill with driving license and right from your own child
in the womb to the armed service in the war, a different picture of Mary, stripped,
downgraded to "eye level"?
The cunning
3) (Francis said :) "The Magi, the three wise men from the east" used cunning "[Pope
Francis], when they decided not to return to King Herod? Or were they not rather
warned in his sleep before not to do it, as the Scriptures teach us? Cunning belong to
any category of virtues. Are not there already enough cleverness Meier on earth? Or
does the Pope confirm the truism that the good guys (the Christians) are always the

stupid and that it would therefore be at the time, 50 years after the Council, that they
also may finally use the cunning? The young people will be excited, there are enough
"teacher" of all kinds, which they give to the march luggage for life, to be attentive to
one's own advantage and therefore to move smartly through life. " (Note: This confusion
comes from the Pope and has been reproduced here verbatim!)
(Explanation in kath.info :) Since it's almost better not to remember that in the Gospel
untiringly an angel appeared, Joseph had appeared in his sleep already, so that the
Holy Family was able to pass all the difficulties. Can you equate the message of an
angel with cunning, even confused? Or is there an apocryphal bergoglianisches Gospel,
in which even finds a place in the pantheon the goddess of cunning? Probably only one
of altars and tabernacles again bared ancient temples of the gods, after all, these are
only outward illusion, which is to give the benefit of the poor, so that they are "rich".
Dangerous side effects of the message of salvation
4) (Francis said :) "The gay couples today present new challenges to the education
level ... I remember the case of a very sad girl, the teacher finally confided the reason
for her state of mind, 'my mother's fiancee likes not me '... How is Christ to proclaim
these youths? This generation who changed? One must be very careful not to give
them a vaccine against faith. "
(Explanation in kath.info :) Once again: What does the Pope say? Specifically, one
should evangelize these young people, but without criticizing the decisions of the parent
who otherwise would in a counter-reaction from a "vaccine against the faith" are. The
message of Christ not as a message of salvation that frees, but dangerous, but has
undesirable side effects? (*) The people of Sodom and Gomorrah should perhaps begin
to establish an accounting of the damage to possessions and life and limb, they have
suffered from the fatal overdose of this vaccine. "
(*) So the sentence taken from the original!
From a text by
Dr. Kelly Bowring, best-selling author:
Regarding the "Mary of the Divine Mercy," Pope Francis and the false prophet
http://www.dasbuchderwahrheit.de/Aktuelles/bowring.htm
Here you can read:
"Important question and clarification
The most common question that is currently being provided through MDM is
whether a validly elected Pope could even be the false prophet, proclaim how
their messages. The answer is: YES.
However - although it would be possible - it would be very unlikely.

So, how could it happen that a validly elected Pope the False Prophet (Pope, an
invalid or an anti-pope) could be?
The Papal Bull of Pope Paul IV Cum ex Apostolatus Officio teaches that if someone
was a heretic before the Papal election, he could not be a valid pope, even though he
(valid) was unanimously elected by the cardinals.
Similarly, Canon 188.4 states (1917 Code of Canon Law), that if a cleric (pope, bishop,
etc.) a heretic (= false teachers), he will lose his office by operation of law without any
official explanation.
The Holy Robert Bellarmine, St. Anthony, St. Francis de Sales, the Holy
Alphonsus Liguori and many other theologians, all taught that a heretic can not
be a valid pope.
"But if God would allow a Pope
a notorious and obstinate heretic (= false teachers) will
then this would stop by such a fact to be Pope,
and the apostolic chair would be vacant. "
Saint Alphonsus Liguori, Doctor of the Church
Here are some more quotes about this possibility:
http://www.protestanterrors.com/pope-heresy.htm
However, calls the church law that believers must assume that we have a valid pope,
unless the supreme authority of the Church officially declares otherwise.
Thus, one can consider the possibility that an "anti-pope" might come from a valid
conclave potentially, and this is not a false or "heretical" views known .
Consequently, it is actually possible to the Magisterium to remain faithful AND to
consider that the messages of MDM plausible authentic would be that the pope is the
false prophet had ... and even that the Church says himself that this at least is
possible . " ( End of quote )
Catholic bishops warn of the "Warning"
Many bishops condemned the "Alarm messages" publicly as heretical (heresies
spreading) and schismatic (church divisive), such as some pastors from the U.S. and
Australia, the Slovak Bishops' Conference and Auxiliary Bishop Laun (Salzburg). But
that's Mrs. Carberry matter anyway, because "it is not important whether the Church
declares this message for real" ("Jesus" on July 9, 2011). Anyone who thinks the
"Warning" and renounces the Pope excommunicated in accordance with the canon law
itself (Canon 1364, § 1). Although sounds like much of what the "end-time prophetess"
in the name of heaven spreads, very religious (for example, the prayers) - but even a
single false statement that supposedly comes from the mouth of Jesus or Mary proves
that the source is corrupt and that a fraudulent or sick person or the devil is behind it.

As for the bishops, this provide examples my open letter to Bishop Laun
The following Auxiliary Bishop Andreas Laun of we find
in "CHURCH today 7/2012", ie in the month of July 2012
Days ago I received a call from a man with the question of what to make of the
"Warning". I replied: "I can not say anything. I do not know what you're talking! "At his
insistence, I watched then the first pages of the" Warning "on the Internet.
As to the content, is my verdict: "warning before the warning!" And this for the following
reasons: The woman who claims to get these "messages" is unknown and not yet
certified by the sky, as eg . Fatima by the sun miracle was the case, and in other private
revelations by various characters.
And many things in the "warning" is not the teaching of the Church - such as the
mention of "the Christian churches." According to Catholic teaching, only the Catholic
and the Orthodox community a "church" all other "churches" are only "Christian
communities". - That "God the Father" with the "hierarchies of heaven" will fight the
battle of Armageddon, tastes like "Lord of the Rings" and not by a private revelation,
which will recognize the church! Abstruse is the message of Jesus that he is now more,
even twice as heavy as suffer in the course of one passion - the same Jesus of whom
the Church teaches that he is "at the right hand of the Father" sitting.
Ridiculous is the message that the "preparations" for the Second Coming of Jesus were
"in full swing" - as if it would be a campaign or a great journey that Jesus only "prepare"
should! In addition, there are a number of "no-na" messages, so banal self-evident,
such as: Who is faithful, goes to heaven! Or is that we have free will, that God loves us
even in difficult times, that the Church never "perish" is different and this kind Loud
"messages" that have long know a Catholic!
The author of this "messages" it goes, again and again to accommodate their
utterances allusions to biblical texts, and makes use of especially the Book of
Revelation, which is particularly well suited to obscure content and give them yet a little
too the authority of Scripture give.
Of course, serves "the warning" and the fear-mongering! The fact that we have reason
to be worried regarding all of what the future may bring, we know from revelation. But
largely, it is even sufficient to read the daily newspapers - and so on.
The truth in these "warnings" we know already, the other we can safely ignore. So
warning before the warning! You might confuse some, they distract from what God
really wants from them, others just "steal" time, then missing them
somewhere! Moreover, if God wants to tell us something important date, he has ways
and means to do it so that we learn it without rate and hiding games with sent down
"tracks". And finally: If I wanted to, I could invent such "revelations" every day!
zentrale.kirchen.net andreas.laun @
Open letter to Bishop Laun:

Dear Mr. Bishop!
I appreciate your very person, especially because of your struggle for unborn life. Could
it be though that you make hasty here an opinion on an important thing, which you have
dealt only superficially? Have you ever been there perhaps influenced by other
skeptics? Do you really believe myself that this is considered your letter of attentive,
thoughtful readers as well thought out?
At some points I want to respond as follows:
1 The woman who claims to get these "messages" is unknown and not yet certified by
the sky, as for example in Fatima was the case with the sun miracle and other private
revelations by various characters.
The prophet wants to stay for two reasons still hidden:
1 She has good reason to fear their children's lives, because in the embassies are also
the machinations of sinister groups to the language which seek to one-world
government.
2 Jesus demands that she still holds back.
By the way, two people from Germany have taken on 23 July 2012 with Mary. They met
a woman from whom you would not expect in the least, to receive such messages. She
is a businesswoman from life and mother of four children. You are the head then
becomes impossible to invent such messages. She knows in religious matters still
barely. They never could invent such messages themselves. Neither of their knowledge
even in this amount and depth ago Mary understands these messages no better than
probably most of us. Therefore they shall cast no own explanations of the messages.
God has totally unprepared chosen and put her life upside Mary. Actually, they would
much rather - as she says probably not really meant seriously - her former life
back. She sees herself as a mere tool which these messages that do not originate from
their passes.
2 Some in the "warning" is not the teaching of the Church - such as the mention of "the
Christian churches." According to Catholic teaching, only the Catholic and the Orthodox
community a "church" all other "churches" are only "Christian communities".
What exactly is not the teaching of the Catholic Church? As for the "Christian
churches", so you certainly do not have read the following messages:
356 God the Father: accept call to the Catholic Church, the New Age of peace on
earth . 23 February 2012
"... What motivates your brothers within my Roman Catholic Church who deny the truth?
You have confused my children. Due to their loyalty to the one true Church, the
Roman Catholic Church , her denied them the chance to have their souls on in the
New Paradise prepare the regency of My Son on earth.

Your duty is to inform my children about the truth. ... "
358 Never rejects the prophets of the Lord . 24 February 2012,
"... The Catholic Church is the only true (= only true) Church. All churches will unite
to become a single Holy and Apostolic Church in my Second Coming .... "
In the message 492 it says:
"... Many wondered how the Son of man could be such an ordinary, simple man They
rejected Him from;. Because they thought that the Messiah would be majestic and
proud, and in the highest echelons of religion (literally church = Church) commanding
the attention would demand it. My son could those who religion at this time (literally
church = Church) initiated , not get to listen to Him. Their pride stopped her to hear the
truth .... "
Here, the term "church" is also applied to the Jewish religion, even though the actual
church, the Catholic Church, there was not yet established. Accordingly, the term
"church" more broadly. "Church" from the word in origin but actually means "House of
God" when I'm really informed.
And let's not forget, that apply these messages to all people, so also to the other
Christian communities that call themselves Church.
We Hold: In the messages of the "Warning" is clearly stated that the Catholic Church is
the only true church .
3 That "God the Father" with the "hierarchies of heaven" will fight the battle of
Armageddon, tastes like "Lord of the Rings" and not by a private revelation, which will
recognize the church!
In Revelation 16, 16 "Armageddon" (= Armageddon) this name is now mentioned times.
4 Abstruse is the message of Jesus that he is now more, even twice as heavy as
suffering during his Passion - the same Jesus of whom the Church teaches that he is
"at the right hand of the Father" sitting.
Jesus suffered 2000 years ago for the sins of mankind. Everyone can observe what
degree of sin has now adopted today. Let's look only in our churches that are largely
empty. Many churches are being closed because they are no longer needed. If it any
wonder then that Jesus suffers today twice, if not physically. Think. Sometimes to the
many weeping statues of the Mother of God in our time Press this not also a great deal
of suffering Mother of God in our time?

5 Ridiculous is the message that the "preparations" for the Second Coming of Jesus
were "in full swing" - as if it would be a campaign or a great journey that Jesus only
"prepare" should!
What exactly is it ridiculous? Find no better arguments for the condemnation of the
"warning"?
6 In addition, there are a number of "no-na" messages, so banal self-evident, such as:
Who is faithful, goes to heaven! Or is that we have free will, that God loves us even in
difficult times, that the Church never "perish" is different and this kind Loud "messages"
that have long know a Catholic!
So these statements are at least not wrong. But if you only briefly deals with these
messages, you do not get with Essence: These messages are addressed to all people,
especially to the non-believers. For most people it will probably not act to "banal selfevident truths", not even for the majority of so-called Catholics who do not even know
the teaching of the Church for the most part.
7 The author of this "messages" it goes, again and again to accommodate their
utterances allusions to biblical texts, and makes use of especially the Book of
Revelation, which is particularly well suited to obscure content and give them yet a little
too the authority of Scripture give.
Mary knows not from the Bible. How should it work out there alongside their work and
their duties as a wife and mother of such references to Scripture?
8 Of course, serves "the warning" and the fear-mongering! The fact that we have
reason to be worried regarding all of what the future may bring, we know from
revelation. But largely, it is even sufficient to read the daily newspapers - and so on.
This argument also applies to all honest and courageous priests who still speak, for
example, about the existence of hell. Who conceal unpleasant truths and keeps people
ignorant and they can run to ruin, will be guilty. This is especially true for priests and
bishops.
9 The truth in these "warnings" we know anyway, ...
Dear Mr. Bishop, you - and certainly many are still really believers - the truth in the will
know "warnings", but probably more than 90% of people do not know this "true"
because the Catholic Church is no longer a mission church, the truth so hardly conveys.
Other ... that we can safely ignore. So warning before the warning!
Actually it would have been helpful if you had done precisely what they exactly mean by
the "others" we "safely ignore" can. Because that would be the heresies, which are not
in the messages of the "Warning" apparently.

You might confuse some, they distract from what God really wants from them, others
just "steal" time, then missing them somewhere!
It is always better to deal with matters of faith than with things that do not help one on
the path to God. When dealing with these messages, the prayer automatically comes to
the fore.
Moreover, if God wants to tell us something important date, he has ways and means to
do it so that we learn it without rate and hiding games with sent down "tracks".
Let's say, the Book of Revelation would not exist previously and a prophet of our time
would now receive these texts only as messages. Would you then not these texts to a
multiple tear more than the "warning" because you do not understand many things in
the Book of Revelation - as we all? Apparent arguments for conviction of Revelation
there would be in abundance. But we still believe in it because it belongs to the
Scriptures.
10 And finally: If I wanted to, I could invent such "revelations" every day!
Dear Mr. Bishop Laun, do not forget that you have studied due to your profession
decades with theology. I want to believe you that they are talented enough to produce a
similar texts, but - hand on heart - you can do the same in addition to all their other
obligations in this short period of time and at this depth and quantity, in spite of your
good training as a theologian?
HH Mr. Bishop, with all due respect for your office and your person - I think you're still a
good auxiliary bishop - you have the text of the warning read at least about 25%, so that
you can judge?
God bless you.
Martin Roth
PS
It should be mentioned at the end of two messages:
Message 454 Satan is planning to poison the mind of some of my chosen souls in
terms of this mission, 5 June 2012 :
"... You have to pray, because it will happen soon. Expect these events in daily prayer
and do not be discouraged by this series of attacks. My followers must in this regard
remain vigilant, for if it within the next month (ie July 2012) begins , then shall ye
also be tempted to doubt My Holy Word. This prophecy will unfold before you,
and it will be the far meanest and most painful attack on this mission. Attacks are
derived not only from those that promote the messages of those from whom they

believe they are authentic visionaries and prophets of today but they will be also
supported by some my consecrated servant. ... "
Message 472 If you hate spread through the prophets who are sent from heaven,
you are a sin guilty of the enormous consequences. 24 June 2012
"... message for the Clergy: For those of you who - as consecrated servant of My
Church on earth - have made a vow, I listen to now. If you condemn my messages
publicly and Me, your Jesus, in this mission to save souls, stands in the way, then you
commit the biggest sin of all. You will suffer for it, and your purgatory (of you already) be
experienced on earth. Every man, woman and child will be a witness to your crimes
against the sky. Your erroneous assessment of my prophet shall leave you spiritually
empty, and your soul will suffer a torment that no one is like another. If you are a
consecrated servant from Me and if you're not sure my voice while I am speaking with
you, then you must remain silent. You must pray for the discernment before you
considering to refuse My Holy Word.Thousands of my consecrated servants will fail to
recognize My word that is sent through this prophet for the last days. How much do I
break this heart. ... "
To the sentence: But that's wife Carberry matter anyway, because "it is not important
whether the church this message declared real" ("Jesus" on July 9, 2011).
The author breaks the sentence quoted out of context, so that the meaning is
distorted. Jesus says in the message:
"... It is not important whether the Church recognizes these messages, because the
time is not on their side. You, My sacred servants, many will need many years to accept
my messages. So go on. ... "
By the way, my opinion is a prophet alone placed under God and is His
mouthpiece.
The author concludes this leaflet as follows:
Conclusion: It's too much about money, dubious scaremongering, contacts with other
dodgy "seers", many false predictions of "Jesus and Mary". The "warning" is church
divisive because it undermines and destroys all confidence in the Pope, the Vicar of
Christ on earth.
My conclusion is:
Alone is the choice of words, that this sheet is not marked by love and genuine
effort of finding the truth . This leaflet is full of not assignable insinuations, slanders,
distortions of truths and misstatements that can be clearly demonstrated that. The aim
of this letter is from the outset set out to destroy the mission of Mary and to present her
as a liar. And one more thing, I regret to say, I feel downright hatred of this mission, the
answer hits me in this leaflet. Although the anonymous author of this pamphlet (possibly

a priest from Switzerland) can hide his identity, it still does not succeed, hide all, of what
spirit he can derive! And the relevant people at the Miriam-publisher does not recognize
that and disseminate these lies continue diligent!
"You have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy neighbor, and hate thine
enemy But I tell you: Love your enemies, [do good to them that hate you,] and pray for
those who persecute you [and slander. ], that you may be children of your Father which
is in heaven: who maketh his sun rise on good and evil and rain on the just and on the
unjust. " Mt from 5.43 to 48
We want to keep ourselves: our persecutors show our love, pray for them and take legal
action distance.
Many answers can be found in www.herzmariens.de under News, but also among the
letters to www.herzmariens.de !
Cologne, 2 February 2014, Candlemas
Martin Roth
"... The thorns of this mission may tear your flesh and cruel taunts of hatred may pierce
your heart, but I'm the one who goes before you, and therefore I Am the One who puts
away the full brunt of hate. Always remember that the attacks on this mission attacks
against me are. Hatred of this mission is hatred against Me, Jesus Christ. You can not
say one way, you would love Me, and then a variety of ways your hatred for me to
express. You're either with me or against me. Either you believe me or you do not
believe me. If you believe in Me, then you must never pursue another soul, because if
you do, then you are I was taken away from my enemy, and then you have to explain,
you
would
belong
to
me
no
right. ...
"Excerpt
from
Message
1054 http://dasbuchderwahrheit.de/botschaften/2014/1054.htm
"... I will ensure that my work is still remaining. I will pass over all those who try to stop
my hand. I'm going to push aside those who are led by the spirit of evil, and deaden the
sound of their pitiful voices. I'm going with a flick of silencing those who try to stop me,
where I only want to save every single soul. I'm determined not to allow that this work is
ignored, because if I even give a mission My authority, such as the mission, then you
can be sure that human power is nothing compared to .Be still, my dear children, and
trust in Me, your beloved father. My love is so great that it can not be mitigated, how
hard you also sin. I allow these tests, tribulations and evil plans to wipe out all traces of
My Son - but only for a short time. ... " Excerpt from Message
1046 http://dasbuchderwahrheit.de/botschaften/2014/1046.htm
Beatrix Zureich writes on a postcard:
"PS In an email to the publisher has almost everything added indirectly Martin Roth,
what is in the flyer!"

Everyone can check whether this assertion of woman Zureich the truth to perversions of
truth can be added seamlessly in the leaflet or equivalent.

